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Collaborative Doctoral Awards 
Studentship Competition 
(Project-led) 

 
 

 
 

 

Project Title: Arts Institutions and the Future of Civic Learning 

 

 

 

Project Summary: 

This research project will develop understanding of the shifting patterns of education in 
the contemporary arts institution context in the UK and produce a transformative vision 
of civic participation that builds on and tests the work currently being undertaken at 
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art. The project builds on the partnership between 
BALTIC and Northumbria University and will expand joint research interests in addressing 
issues of equality and access in the field of gallery learning which are relevant across the 
gallery and museums sector. This CDA seeks to appoint a doctoral researcher who will 
develop such inquiry in applied form. 

Institution: Northumbria University 

Partner Organisation: BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art 

Primary AHRC Subject Area: Visual Arts: Fine Art History, Theory and Practice 

Creative Practice Component: None 

 

For further information and to submit an expression of interest, please contact: 

Lead Supervisor: Prof. Andrea Phillips Email: andrea.phillips@northumbria.ac.uk 

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN: 6 JANUARY 2010 DEADLINE 20 JANUARY 2020 

 

Project Description: 

BALTIC exhibits a changing programme of outstanding contemporary art. The building is open 362 days a year with free 
admission. Up to 500,000 people visit annually. BALTIC’s mission creates greater understanding of the world through 
contemporary art that has relevance and meaning for individuals and communities. In addition to commissioning and 
producing exhibitions and performances, BALTIC delivers an extensive programme of learning and civic engagement, 
prioritising working with the most disadvantaged. Last year’s activities engaged 273,916 individuals. BALTIC’s strategic 
partnership with Northumbria University’s Faculty of Arts, Design and Social Sciences (‘BXNU’) has, since its inception in 
2011, built on close pedagogic and research alliances between the two organisations wherein questions of equality of 
access to learning in a contemporary cultural context are being radically reformatted in both galleries and HEIs. Building 
on this history of collaboration, our CDA application provides an opportunity for the two organisations to support 
research that is both central to our ethos and theoretically and practically urgent at national and international level. 

 

At the centre of BALTIC’s Learning and Civic Engagement (L&CE) programmes lies the importance of building relationships, 
earning trust, and developing shared values that are shaped around the idea of mutual reciprocity. The term ‘civic’ is 
important and represents an overt and public shift in BALTIC programming in recent years. Influenced by global socio- 
political and economic changes and their impact on the role of 2 cultural institutions, BALTIC’s L&CE programming has 
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reconfigured its practice beyond the traditional concerns of NPO-funded organisations such as ‘taking part’, ‘widening 
access’ and increasing visitor numbers. With an ethos of mutual learning, exchange and care, L&CE aims to find points of 
connection with people and groups, working collaboratively with professional artists and constituencies on creative 
projects that have a civic purpose: to experience, to contest, to be heard, to express, to speak, to make, to build futures. 
This CDA will enable the suitable candidate to engage critically with BALTIC’s approach (which, through its previous 
achievements in comprehensive and bespoke staff training and development has founded influential models that have 
been shared, adopted and developed by organisations across the country) and to develop new modes of arts-based 
learning that enable more radically civic engagement in culture. The academic context of this research will be 
underpinned by the expertise located at BXNU which, since 2017, has focused on the twin themes of organisation and 
education. 

 
The primary question to be explored: 
• How can educational practices in arts institutions be influenced and shaped by conceptions of civic participation? 

 
The research will explore how education has been institutionalised in contemporary art settings in response to policy and 
funding trajectories that have positioned cultural education as a means of tackling social exclusion, and adopted neo- 
liberal approaches to the arts as part of the ‘creative industries’. This ‘public policy solution’ approach to gallery education 
has little interest in ‘questions of power, history, ethics, and self-identity’ (Giroux, 1992) that are seen as central to 
developing pedagogy. What other models exist that might ‘maintain the hard-won relationships between processes of 
making and pedagogy that have sustained us intellectually in the face of commodification and distrust?’ (Phillips, 2019). 
The research will examine the consequences and tensions for gallery education that exist in these positions. Theoretical 
and critical concerns such as ‘the educational turn’ (O’Neill & Wilson, 2010) in curating provide a context in which this 
research will investigate how knowledge and understanding of gallery education can advance the complex multiple 
meanings at play in the theory and actions of learning in a civic context and as a civic right. 

 
Additionally: 
• How has gallery education been conceptualised in policy and by practitioners, and how do these conceptions influence 
prevailing orthodoxies? 
• How are gallery education practices disrupted by evolving concepts of civic participation by individuals and 
communities? 

 

The research responds to a need that exists across the arts and arts education sector to examine the environments, 
behaviours, attitudes, opinions, and perceptions that have dominated gallery education and the artistic practices that 
have evolved from these environments over recent decades. It will propose new ways of working that could play a 
catalytic role in the gallery. Building on existing research in the field, this project will extend knowledge particularly 
through a focus on institutional frames, systems and infrastructures that act as both strategies and practices in gallery 
education. BALTIC’s learning and civic engagement programmes will act as a case-study for this research, which will also 
draw on models of gallery education that exist elsewhere in the UK and internationally. 

 
 

SUPERVISION AND EXTERNAL ADVISORS 

First Supervisor: Professor Andrea Phillips School/Department: 
Faculty of Arts, Design and Social 
Sciences 

Second Supervisor: Dr Julie Crawshaw School/Department: 
Faculty of Arts, Design and Social 
Sciences 

 
Additional Advisor: 

 
Dr Caroline Murphy 

 
Organisation/Institution: 

Dr Caroline Murphy, Associate 
Director), BALTIC Centre for 
Contemporary Arts 

Andrea Phillips is BALTIC Professor and Director of BXNU Institute, Northumbria. She has a substantial track record in 
leading and publishing on arts education and its relation to contemporary art infrastructures. Relevant publications 
include: ‘Arts organisations, HEIs and the collaborative imperative’ in PRAXIS (2019); ‘Educational Investment: a context 
for CAMPUS’ in Nottingham Contemporary Journal (2019); ‘The Imperative for Self-attainment: From Cradle to Grave’ in 
Unlearning (2018); ‘Reclaiming Participation: Arts centres and the reinvention of social condensation’ in The Journal of 
Architecture (2017); ‘Community Arts: Learning from the Legacy of Artists' Social Initiatives’ in Liverpool Biennial Journal 
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(2016); ‘In Service: art, value, merit and the making of publics’ in Public Servants, (2016); ‘Education Aesthetics’ in 
Curating and the Educational Turn (2010). Grants include: PARSE 2017: Exclusion (Vetenskapsrådet, Sweden, 2017); 
Tagore, Pedagogy and Visual Cultures (AHRC, 2014); Curating Architecture (AHRC, 2009). To date she has supervised 25 
doctorates to successful completion and examined 19 PhDs and 10 MPhils. 

 

Dr Julie Crawshaw is Senior Lecturer in Material Culture, ADSS, NU. She is an interdisciplinary ECR with significant 
professional experience in the visual arts sector. Her research translates between artistic practice and social science 
research with focus on artistic practice and artist-led organisation in the fields of urban and rural planning and 
management studies which informs her role as Programme Leader for MA Creative and Cultural Industries Management. 
She is currently CI on ‘Stretched: Expanding Notions of Artistic Practice through Artist-Led Cultures’ (Swedish Research 
Council) and has published in leading social science journals including Anthropological Journal of European Culture, 
Journal of Rural Studies and the Routledge Companion to Rural Planning and edited a special section for Sociologia Ruralis 
called ‘Art in the Country’ (October 2019). She is supervising six PhD students including one AHRC Heritage Consortia 
candidate. She has one completion; three students in the final year of their doctoral programme and has examined two 
doctoral students. 

 

Dr Caroline Murphy’s doctoral study investigated practice, pedagogy and policy in the teaching of creative writing. Her 
interest in the relationship between artistic practice in learning environments and the influence of policy direction and 
pedagogic approach will bring relevant expertise to the supervision team. Caroline has worked in the cultural sector for 
over 25 years. In her role as Associate Director at BALTIC she takes strategic responsibility for key areas including business 
planning, equality and diversity, organisational learning, fundraising, and marketing and communications. 

 
The combination of theoretical and action-research experience in the proposed supervision team, alongside their 
knowledge and experience of embedded artistic and curatorial research with a focus on critical art education, will provide 
the candidate with a rigorous research environment. 

 

RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT 

The candidate will be joining a strong research environment at Northumbria University in which the Faculty of Arts, Design 
and Social Sciences provides a strenuous critical environment of PGR and ECR study. Students are able to access a range of 
academic and practical facilities on the NU campus, including a library that contains a Research Commons where students 
and staff are able to interact intellectually across disciplines. Within the Department of Art, the frameworks of the MFA in 
Fine Art as well as the Creative and Cultural Industries Management programmes provide year-long seminar and lecture 
programmes. The candidate will have the framework of BXNU, described above, currently housed off-campus in B39, a 
warehouse that contains artists’ studios for MFA and PGR students, gallery spaces programmed and managed by BALTIC 
and creative industries studios managed by Newcastle City Council. In addition, the candidate will be invited to participate 
in the Art Department’s research cluster Curatorial and Collaborative Practice consisting of artists, curators and theorists 
including Professor Phillips who share research ideas and hold small exhibitions in the BALTIC Learning Lounge that 
emphasise cross-disciplinarity and the growing terrain of artist-led curatorial projects. Two important locations for public 
experimental exhibitionmaking, Gallery North (on campus) and the Experimental Studio (at B39) will provide the 
candidate with opportunities to facilitate ideas that bring together communities of students and constituencies of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Gateshead’s growing small-scale artist-led and community-led organisations. 

 
 

 


